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Foreword
This report provides you with the recent developments in the European foodservice
industry and forecasts for the near future. Our scope includes almost the entire
foodservice chain from manufacturers of end products to the consumer.
Our respect goes to all the people who participated in this study. We know how busy
they are in their daily jobs! We however expect that this report provides them and you
all with some new and interesting insights to further improve their / your business.
We hope this report gives you useful insights to better lead your organisation as well.
True leadership is what European foodservice companies can use more than anything
else in the years to come. If we can be of help to you in this respect, please, do not
hesitate to contact either one of us.

FoodReflection International provides services in the area of counselling, strategic
workshops and interim management to all companies in the foodchain, especially
foodservice. FoodReflection International helps businesses to implement growth strategies
and to create sustainable leadership.
For more information about our services, please contact
Enrique Figee (enrique.figee@foodreflection.com)
or Bart Vringer (bart.vringer@foodreflection.com)
or look at: www.foodreflection.com

Since the previous ‘High pressure cooking’ report which was published by Capgemini
in January 2004 - and written by Maud Oortwijn and Enrique Figee - the European
foodservice market has further professionalised. We really want to thank Capgemini
(www.capgemini.com) for giving us the opportunity to repeat this study 4 years later.
You can download the report of 2004 for free via our website www.foodreflection.com.
We wish you a lot of pleasure reading this book and we look forward meeting you soon!

Enrique and Bart

October 2007
ISBN: 978-90-811337-2-2
Price: € 150,– (excl. VAT)
Despite the care and attention that has gone into ensuring that this report is accurate, the publisher
does not accept any liability arising from any inaccuracy it may contain.
Parts of the text in this document may be reproduced or copied without any agreement or fee as long
as this report is mentioned as the source.
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Summary

Summary

Summary
It seems that the European Foodservice market is really growing. During recent years players
have shown that they are growing, growth of consumer expenditures will continue in
the years to come and brands will be stronger. The consumer trend to take into account is
healthiness. Besides that the challenge will be to find enough and motivated people,
especially in the outlets.
To benefit from this growing market it helps to be proactive by building alliances and by
continuously innovating. Otherwise players will have serious problems. Despite the fact
that consumer expenditures increase, the margins in the European Foodservice market will
decline. This will be caused by increased competition, more concentration of the players
in the market, the blurring with Food-retail and the ever more demanding consumers.
Therefore, besides being proactive to add value, cost management will also be key.
Manufacturers should stop thinking in channels where their marketing investments are
concerned and should start thinking in consumer needs across all channels, Food-retail
included. In the end they will have to come up with concepts that are real solutions for
consumer needs in certain outlets and moments on the Foodservice market next to their
offerings in retail, instead of offering products in Foodservice that are just variations of
their retail products.
Wholesalers/distributors have to make a choice what they want to be, as their buying role
will decrease more and more.
Strong formula brands will dominate the Foodservice market. Power play of these outlet
organisations can be expected. But to answer the consumers’ wishes, they will have to be
consistently surprising, innovative; healthy where appropriate and they will have to attract
good and efficient employees.
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Five statements on the future of foodservice
in Europe

1 Until 2012 Foodservice will show
a steady growth in consumer spending.
2 Pressure on margins – caused by increased
competition and demanding consumerswill make cost management key
for all companies in the chain.
3 Healthy food is the number 1 need
for consumers.
4 Finding enough and motivated people
will be a critical success factor
(especially in the outlets).
5 Constant innovations and building alliances
will be the favourite strategic route
to the market for manufacturers.
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Five statements on the future of foodservice in Europe

What will be the 10 main issues in foodservice the coming years?

Health (obesitas) and healthy food (bse free etc)
Staff (find motivated people) - hiring/recruting and retaining
Cost Management

2007

Figure 1

N=64

18,64%
6,21%
5,08%

Convenience

3,95%

Innovation

3,95%

Quality

3,39%

Sustainable

3,39%

Value for money (price/quality)

3,39%

Availability of better tasting fresh products

2,82%

Increased focus on environmental issues

2,82%

The 10 main issues = 53%

Other = 47%

What will be the top 3 main issues in foodservice
the coming years
At the beginning of this study we asked the interviewees in an open
question which 3 issues they think will be the key issues in the years
to come.

1

It is clear that the demand for healthy food (or what is perceived as such) will be
the main issue in foodservice in the years ahead (see figure 1). The industry is
warned by the disastrous consequences of offering handheld food on every street corner in
the USA. Together with the lack of physical activity it has led to an obesity epidemic with
all social and financial followings. The European industry is starting to respond based on
the fundamental conviction to make ‘the healthy choice the easy choice’. Recent history has
shown that this issue has to be tackled in an integral way (e.g. the EPODE-programme in
France and the ‘Ik kies bewust’- programme in the Netherlands) and not considered top down
by the authorities. Therefore the industry has to react. Not only to be sure not to be blamed,
but also because this consumer trend offers a lot of business opportunities.

2

Besides offering healthy food the participants in this study see that finding the
right and motivated people will be key. It is hard to hire/recruit and retain
employees in a business where the consumer is more and more demanding and labour costs
are under continuous pressure.

3

The number three issue according to our respondents will be cost management in
general. Increasing competition and very demanding consumers put pressure on
the margins throughout the whole foodservice value-chain.

12
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Quotes concerning the main issues in the comming years:

More and more in the future the foodservice market will experience a consumer that will request
good quality, fast service and good value for money. These three factors will be key in the future
foodservice development in order to reach the satisfaction of the consumers inside the restaurants.
(Stefano Giovanzani – Barilla Europe)

1. Consumers want new experiences, especially when the markets are growing again!
Growing the business together between partners (operator chains + food manufacturers) by
really understanding what the consumer wants in terms of menu, brands, experience and then
working together to make it happen! 2. Health & Vitality will increasingly drive consumer
behaviour. We need menu solutions that are attractive in appearance, taste and at the same
time healthy! People want to look good, feel good and take more out of life!
(Harry Stofberg – Unilever Foodsolutions Europe)

1. Consumers want to be assured that what they eat is good for them, but different people
have different demands (halal, low calorie, trans-fat, organic etc) 2. Logistic and personnel
costs will increase rapidly; pre-prepared food might be a solution. Transport of more added
value products, no demand for trained experienced people. 3. People will (have to) make the
difference, need for personal care and personal service. (Ruud van Erp – Delifrance)

There is a strong concentration in buying power, which will drive prices down. Lower prices
will result in a reduction of investment in innovations, which will finally reduce the added value
offered. (Barto Cleton – Sara Lee)

‘Market concentration’ (as like in retail) euro buying groups. (Peter Rikkelman – Mars Belgium)

14
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Introduction and definitions

Introduction and definitions

Definition Foodservice
Food consumption

In what way will growth of ready-to-(h)eat impact the value-chain?
Level of preparation
needed after buying

Ready to eat & drink

Out of home

At home

Ready to heat

Out of home

At home

Preparation needed

Out of home

Context of
consumption
On the move

Foodservice

On premise

On the move

On premise

On the move

At home

In the Capgemini ‘High pressure cooking report (January 2004) it was predicted that where
traditionally eating out used to be a luxury for special occasions, we would more and more
enjoy a variety of foodservice offerings as a part of our daily life. Despite an economic
downturn in recent years this seems to be a real sustainable trend. In chapter 1 we share our
findings and vision concerning the developments in the Foodservice value-chain in which the
battle for power and the cooperation between players have both gained attention. In chapter 2
you will find a future outlook about the ever more demanding consumers, the power play
by outlet organisations, the need for Foodservice focus at manufacturers and the choices
wholesalers/distributors are confronted with. Before we start to inform you on what has
changed in the past 4 years we like to share some definitions with you.

Figure 2

Definition foodservice
In this report foodservice is defined as ‘all kinds of food and drinks that are available for
consumers ready-to-eat or ready-to-heat’ (figure 2). Whether it’s sold by in-home retailers
or through out-of-home outlets, the channel is not what makes food offerings foodservice.
Unfortunately this is not the way many people in the business think. Therefore, in this report
you will also find the traditional definitions of Food-retail (‘shops for in home consumption’)
and Foodservice (all other outlets).

Specific business definitions
Branded outlet formulas Foodservice outlet formula with a brand name.
Catering		Preparation and serving of ready-to-eat meals. Catering includes
contract catering as well as concession catering.
Concession catering	Concession catering involves preparation and serving of meals to
consumers in general, for instance at train stations.
Contract catering	Contract catering involves preparation and serving of meals to
private guests (employees, students, patients) of a client.
Convenience store	Small retail outlet with food and non-food mainly focused on
foodservice and smaller grocery shopping.
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Distribution	The logistical process of moving a product from its
manufacturing source to its customers.
Events & Leisure	Foodservice activities at one-time events like shows, sports
events, pop concerts and permanent foodservice outlets at for
instance cinemas or bowling alleys.
Fast food restaurant	Traditional ‘Quick Service Restaurant’ with burgers, French fries,
chicken wings, and other, often fried, food and snacks on the
menu.
Fast casual dining	Combines benefits of Quick Service Restaurant with benefits of
Full Service Restaurant, table served quickly, prepared full meal
for fast dining in a pleasant atmosphere.
Food safety		Practices that assure a sufficient safe (healthy) food quality in
combination with a tracking and tracing system to withdraw
food quickly in case it is of insufficient quality.
Full service restaurants	Table served restaurants; offer full meals.
Outlet formula	Specific, predefined recognisable concept to organise a chain of
selling points in the same way.
Outlet		
Point-of-sale.
Out-of-home foodservice	Food and drinks served and consumed as a snack or meal outside
the home (for on-the-move or on-premise consumption).
Quick service restaurants	Restaurants with a simple menu that is quickly served and often
self-service.
Specialty store	Retail outlet with assortment in specific food product range area,
like Domestic caterers, Bakeries, Butchers, Salad bars etc.
Value-chain	String of companies working together to satisfy market demands.
It consists of one or a few primary value (product or service)
suppliers and many other suppliers that add on to the value that
is ultimately presented to the buying public.
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Main questions
Since foodservice has become a significant market, existing food(service) players invested in
their foodservice operations and many new players entered the arena. In recent years all kinds
of new outlet concepts opened theirs doors and the borders between retail and foodservice
are fading away. This - combined with other developments in the foodservice chain, like food
safety and the trend towards fresh and healthy food - raises the question: ‘What has been
changed in the foodservice value-chain since Capgemini’s report of 2004?

In this book a variety of questions will be answered:
– How is the European food market and particularly foodservice developing?
– What are the important trends in foodservice across Europe?
– How do companies react to changes in the consumer’s needs?
– Will foodservice further grow in the next 5 years?
– What are important developments in the foodservice value-chain across Europe?
– How does foodservice change the roles of players in the value-chain?

Research approach
To gain insight in these subjects this study was executed in the summer of 2007.
The interviews were conducted with executives from food manufacturers, food distributors
and foodservice outlet organisations throughout Europe.
Some of them gave us their permission to quote their comments on several statements.
Most of the companies agreed to have their logo printed in the back of this report as one of the
participants. The respondents can be devided in 31 manufacturers, 5 wholesalers/distributors
and 29 outlet organisations.
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Chapter 1

Developments in the value-chain

Chapter 1
Developments in
the value-chain
The battle for power and the cooperation between players have
both gained attention.
The increased competition related to winning or keeping a market-share has in recent
years become much more of a power game for a leading position and will continue.
Building alliances seems to be a good way to improve market-share and offerings on
short notice or to share the risk of necessary investments. Stronger cooperation with
players up or down the value-chain has proven to be necessary to improve supply-chain
efficiencies, competitiveness and to guarantee food-safety.
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developments in the value-chain

1.1
How to maintain
growth?
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The existing margins in the entire foodservice chain will decrease drastically in the
near future.

Developments in the value-chain

T
 he existing margins in the entire foodservice chain will decrease drastically in the
near future.

80%
70%
60%
50%

40

40%

46
32

30%
20%
10%

16
8

4 3

0%

Fully disagree

2007 N=65

3B

30
19

Disagree

Totals 2003

Disagree nor agree

Agree

2

Fully agree

Totals 2007

The existing margins in the entire foodservice chain will decrease drastically in the
near future.

80%
70%

66

60%

54

50%

50

46

40

40%

37

30%
20

20%
8

10%

0 0

2007 N=65

23

20
8

Disagree
Manufacturers 2003
Manufacturers 2007

Disagree nor agree

How to maintain growth:

17
8

0

0

Fully disagree

Figure 3

19

37

33

6
0

0%

40
33

31

In the survey of 2003 the (s)low economical situation was clearly reflected. Now, as the
economy is picking up, the respondents in the foodchain are more optimistic about
keeping or even increasing their margins. This is a trend for manufacturers and wholesalers
/ distributors, outlets are more hesitant and are still involved in heavy battles (market,
competition and cost-management). To all, competition on existing contracts will remain
fierce and consumers will be more and more demanding. With regard to new products,
markets and contracts there are, however, possibilities to implement new offerings for which
the end consumer is willing to pay more. Still the critical fact is that these products have to
seduce the consumer, be innovative, convenient, respect the environment and be healthy.
Most of the manufacturers and wholesalers / distributors see chances to create new offerings
and to build alliances, whilst the outlet market is lagging behind on account of the fact that
they are fully engaged in integrating and aligning the companies they acquired during the
consolidation period which are suffering from fierce competition battles.
The outcome indicates that working together is beneficial to all participants in the foodchain.
Not only working together, but also building smart alliances over the whole chain; addressing
the market needs and surprising the consumers. This will prove that margins can be
maintained or even increased.

Agree

Wholesalers/Distributors 2003
Wholesalers/Distributors 2007

4

0 0

0 0

Fully agree
Outlets 2003
Outlets 2007

I think that the foodservice - if smart - can upgrade its image and work with more sustainable
products in a more attractive environment (see McDonald's re-imaging) for which a higher price
can be charged. (Karen van Bergen – McDonald’s Europe)

It depends on the different segments (B&I, Healthcare, Education and so on) and on the concept
of applied Foodservice. (Giovanni Colombo – Compass Group Italy)

The pressure on the margins of existing business will increase.
New products and concepts with added value might create new business with higher margins.
(Flip Houtman – Heinz Foodservice Benelux)
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Developments in the value-chain

How to maintain growth:

It’s just a matter of being creative (see Red Bull). (Peter van Melle – Gastromed International/Austria)

Margins may gradually decline with the consolidation trend. However, with the economy picking
up, there will be (much) more space for new exciting consumer experiences that add value (that
can be shared in the value-chain). (Harry Stofberg – Unilever Foodsolutions Europe)

The consumer is willing to pay extra in foodservice, compared to retail. Prices will be under
pressure; but so will be the total chain-costs. (Martijn Peters – PepsiCo)

It is also a question of quality demands and market needs.
(Hans-Georg Rummler – Compass Group Germany)
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Developments in the value-chain

1.2
Consolidation
and blurring have
already started:
choose your role!
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Consolidation is the next step for most...

80%
70%
60%

54

50%

41

40%

29

29 28

30%

18

20%
10%
0%
Manufacturers

2007 N=65

4B

Totals 2003

Wholesalers/Distributors

Outlets

Totals 2007

Consolidation is the next step for most...
81

80%

Developments in the value-chain

70%

65

It’s clear that the experts especially expect the wholesalers/distributors to consolidate in the
near future. It looks like they are going to suffer most from the pressure on the foodservice
value-chain. Over the past years – as partly in the outlet branch - the manufacturers have
significantly consolidated by acquisitions and creating strategic alliances. Although
wholesalers / distributors have made a lot of progress over the years, they will now be forced
into alliances and acquisitions. The pressure on margins through the continued pricebattles is also having its effects and the need for consolidation is there or, if worst comes to
worst, some will completely disappear. Furthermore, the pressure from manufacturers and
outlets on wholesalers / distributors is increasing rapidly. Wholesalers / distributors need
to become more and more competitive and have to consolidate or build strategic alliances,
certainly if they want to be successful across Europe. Besides that the pressure on their own
margins, the fact that outlets increasingly dispose of their own purchasing channels with the
manufacturers and the ongoing market demand for innovation and new products will force
them to make serious strategic choices. The wholesalers / distributors will have to follow a
proactive approach; which will speed up the process from which all in the value-chain will
benefit; from manufacturer to consumer.

60%
50

49 49

50%

39

40%

32

30%
20%

16

35

50

47

Consolidation is the next step for most:

32
16

16 16

16 14

10%
0

0%

Manufacturers

2007 N=64

Figure 4

Manufacturers 2003
Manufacturers 2007

Wholesalers/Distributors
Wholesalers/Distributors 2003
Wholesalers/Distributors 2007

Outlets
Outlets 2003
Outlets 2007

From a viewpoint of the manufacturers: as outlets and wholesalers are getting bigger through
consolidation (acquisitions, partnerships) in order to increase their purchase power significantly,
manufacturer’s strategy, dedicated in serving the foodservice, should be as well to grow through
consolidation as to achieve maximum cost efficiency. History repeats itself.
(Filip Van Laere – Lantmännen Unibake Benelux)

Distributors should get their house in order as to the supply and logistics side, without which
they will loose the cost effectiveness to cope with efficient distributors.
(Ulrik Melort – Friesland Foods Professional)
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As we have seen with the consolidation, manufacturers and outlets have also been more
focused on building alliances over the past years. The main emphasis of the wholesalers /
distributors on creating strategic alliances is thus based on the same reasons as in case of
consolidation. For manufacturers it continues being feasible, worthwhile and recommendable
to grow the business in a smart way and build alliances. By their volumes, techniques and
the internationalisation they can reshape their landscape and by doing this in an intelligent
way; the whole sector may profit from this. The strong A-brands of manufacturers and
strong formula brands will dominate the alliances. As the survey underpins; wholesalers /
distributors themselves see the need and have to build alliances to improve their business.
Manufacturers and outlets dominate this market development more and more and the
wholesalers / distributors will have to react and be responsive. Europe is slowly but steadily
developing into one market and offers many opportunities to those wholesalers / distributors
which take a pro-active approach.
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Building alliances is in the top 3 of strategic choices for:
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47
37

33 35

30%
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Figure 5
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Manufacturers 2003
Manufacturers 2007

16

14
8
0

Wholesalers/Distributors
Wholesalers/Distributors 2003
Wholesalers/Distributors 2007

Outlets
Outlets 2003
Outlets 2007

Manufacturers: Cooking/assembling takes place less and less in the kitchens. It takes place more
and more in manufacturers’ plants. Therefore, manufacturers have to become either assemblers
or suppliers of assemblers. To insure a sustainable business, manufacturers have to build
alliances with other manufacturers based on complementary know how, on complementary
products (for recipes) if possible with technological barriers, on complementary brands (cobranding).
Wholesalers/Distributors: The market is less and less profitable (mainly in the social catering/
cost sector), due to an increasing price pressure from the tender offers and the everyday stronger
contract caterers (Sodexho, Compass, Aramark...). The market is more and more European.
Wholesalers/Distributors have to face a decrease of the €/kg and an increase of the competition
(national and European). Therefore, they have to build alliances to survive and to continue to
bring value to the market. If they don't do it, it will happen what happened 30 years ago for the
retail business. (Jean-Thierry Dufourt – Groupe Bel)
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 hat could be drivers for alliances for Manufacturers, Wholesalers/Distributors
W
and Outlets?

Drivers for alliances for Manufacturers (answers all respondents).
Strengthen brand

15,9%
15,3%
13,2%
14%

Gain market share quicker
4,8%

Spread risk

13,1%

Gain consumer knowledge

12,2%
9,3%

Limit investments

15,9%

10,8%

9,3%
9,9%

Build relation with consumer
7,1%
8,1%

Build more points of sales
1,1%
1,3%

Keep consumer longer in store
Other

20,6%

15,3%

More sales
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Increasing market-share, margin erosion, fierce competition and creating share-holder value
are the main drivers for creating alliances. Wholesalers will surely be building alliances.
This is mainly for defensive reasons. They will search for more points-of-sales and distribution
of risks in order to still realise their absolute results despite the lower margins. Manufacturers
will invest in alliances as well. Compared to the wholesalers they will not only do so for
defensive reasons, but mainly to be proactive. They will cooperate to realise and gain marketshare by brand-strengthening and by building consumer franchise. Besides that they also like
to limit their investments and to spread risks. For outlets building alliances will be the reason
to build more points-of-sales, to strengthen their brand and to keep the consumer in the outlet
much longer to be able to build a relationship with her/him. Compared to the study of 2003
it is remarkable that manufacturers seem to build much more alliances to spread their risk.
Probably because they have learned that the game in Foodservice is much more complex than
in Food-retail. Strengthening their brand is still important, but less than in the previous study.
It seems that Foodservice is no longer some sort of game to the manufacturers, but serious
business that has to bring profit. The outlets are much more driven to alliances than 4 years
ago owing to the wish to keep their consumers in the store much longer and to strengthen
their brand.
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 urrently manufacturers introduce products in the foodservice market that are
C
mainly based on successful retail concepts.

Currently Manufacturers introduce products in the foodservice market that are
mainly based on successful retail concepts.

80%

Analysing the feedback from the respondents demonstrates that a trend can be noted which
shows that the respondents appear to be disappointed compared to the previous survey in
2003. In the previous survey people thought or expected Manufacturers to introduce much
more specific Foodservice products or solutions instead of just slightly adjusting their retail
oriented products. Especially the outlets confirm this development. They also indicate that
there is a clear demand from the outlet branch for specific Foodservice products and concepts.
We also see that only a small part of the wholesalers / distributors confirm the trend and the
major part disagrees. This gap shows that wholesalers / distributors maybe also consider this
to be a market of their own. They are creating and introducing products and concepts based
on the foodservice market. If well developed and implemented these products or foodservice
solutions are good options and well accepted by the costumer and consumer. This reconfirms
that borders are blurring and that each is fighting for its share. Finally it is remarkable that
manufacturers themselves do not see any improvement concerning their Foodservice focus.
As in 2003 they find themselves pretty much retail focussed!
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Economies of scale and speed to market are the biggest challenge for food manufacturers in
foodservice for introducing new concepts, products and solutions. Like or dislike it but in Europe
retail is the biggest market. I do not see this changing within 5 years. In comparison to the
United States we're completely different in tradition and culture.
(Michel de Sutter – Kellogg’s Belgium)

The success ratio of new product launches is determined by the focus and dedication to the
foodservice market. Consumers and end users do have different needs in the foodservice market
compared to retail. (Flip Houtman - Heinz Foodservice Benelux)

Fully agree, but it does not always mean that this is wrong. The chance missed for both industry
and food service channel is innovation through early adopters in a selective distribution.
(Jacques Blaauw – KLM Catering Services)
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Currently manufacturers introduce products in the foodservice market that are mainly based on
successful retail concepts:

Many launches of foodservice-concepts are still based on retail products with a suitable new
packaging. Even many important suppliers in foodservice have this way of working. Just
smaller niche-players have a successful focus on (especially) the restaurant-sector. From our
discussions with A-brand suppliers we can come to the conclusion that the major part of market
research, product development and marketing efforts are done for retail. Only a small group of
early adopters have organized there business properly for foodservice.
(Martin van Dam – Bidvest/Deli XL)

Manufacturers who believe that they can still be successful by selling ‘retail products in bigger
packs’ are in for a nasty surprise! (Harry Stofberg – Unilever Foodsolutions Europe)
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The role of branding will become increasingly important in foodservice.

As in 2003 the experts think that branding is and will remain important in the foodservice
industry. The tendency of branding is strong and consumers tend to choose products or
formulas they know (no surprises), of a good quality, at a reasonable price. The consumer
wants to be seduced and not only buy a product he or she knows for comfort reasons, but
also products which add value and with which he or she can identify him- or herself. This
is a trend which is becoming increasingly important. The consumer is more and more
sensitive to healthy food and well trained hospitable staff. This has been well recognised
by the respondents, and it is key to respond to this demand effectively. These will create a
competitive advantage over the coming years to those who are best at managing these issues;
being an integral part of branding.
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The role of branding will become increasingly important in foodservice:
8B

The role of branding will become increasingly important in foodservice.
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Branding, whether it is niche or scalable gives consumers a comfort level.
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In the context of infinite choice, consumers are looking at brands for guidance, security and
predictability. Whereas in the retailing arena this is old news, branded concepts in foodservice
are only starting to develop. Whereas McDonald’s and Burger King have traditionally defined and
dominated this market, alternative concepts are now popping up in many European countries
and gaining an ever stronger foothold. (Jens Hofma – Kentucky Fried Chicken Germany/NL)

0

Agree

Wholesalers/Distributors 2003
Wholesalers/Distributors 2007

(Alison Vickers – Yo! Sushi)

Fully agree
Outlets 2003
Outlets 2007

Branding is becoming more important but there is an anti-trend to branding which we call the
Anti-corporate trend. The customer is sceptical to global big brands such as McDonalds and
they want something unique, customized, made for them. Big companies want to be perceived as
small companies. Look for example at the mobile phone company Orange’s new store in Notting
Hill London. They have gotten a lot of attention because nothing gives you the impression that it is a
global company operating the unique store. (Ulrika Garbrant – SSP Sweden)

Brands like Starbucks and McDonald's proof that the consumer is conservative and will choose
the quality he knows. (Martijn Peters – PepsiCo)
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The volume of retailers taking over foodservice chains will be much bigger than the
volume of foodservice chains consolidating with foodservice chains.

Developments in the value-chain

 he volume of retailers taking over foodservice chains will be much bigger than
T
the volume of foodservice chains consolidating with foodservice chains.
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We expect that relatively the biggest consolidation of foodservice chains has taken place
over the past decade. It is nowadays more important to manage the integration of all these
companies and to then consolidate. Today, the take-overs will take place more specifically;
in niche markets, for efficiency reasons, creation of a competitive edge or to complement the
offering. Wholesalers/distributors as previously mentioned will, however, take the road of
consolidation and the creation of strategic alliances due to market pressure and competition
caused by manufacturers and outlets as well as by Europe becoming one. Compared to the
study of 2003 there is a huge difference where the view of our respondents on the statement
above is concerned. Many of them really think that the volume of retailers taking over
foodservice chains will be much bigger than the volume of foodservice chains consolidating
with foodservice chains. Four years ago this was hardly the case.
The volume of retailers taking over foodservice chains will be much bigger than the volume of
foodservice chains consolidating with foodservice chains:

Retailers have the know-how of efficient supply chains but lack the effective selling, delivery,
flexibility. (Ulrik Melort – Friesland Foods Professional)

Retailers have tried to enter the foodservice distribution chains (e.g. Ahold, Delhaize …) on
a national & international scale to protect their share of stomach as foodservice gains in
importance. However this trend has stopped and retailers are focusing nowadays on retailing
whilst foodservice companies continue to do what they are best in: catering.
(Filip Van Laere – Lantmännen Unibake Benelux)
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10 Retail players will become a threat for traditional foodservice players.
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Even more than in the previous survey retail is perceived as being a threat to foodservice
players. Consumers are used to their branding and concepts and retailers are loosing market
share and profits, because consumers are spending much more in Foodservice every year.
This forces the foodservice players to become smarter and better, providing the same or better
quality & service at a lower price. Even though markets seem to be clearly defined, and borders
blur consumers are clearly placing players in the spotlight within a competitive environment
for the sake of comparison. The end user knows what he/she wants and is increasingly
demanding and used to convenience. This will speed up the need for development,
innovation, new brands/more branding and concepts; all this in favour of the consumer.
Those retailers or foodservice players who are neither following this trend nor adequately
implementing this strategy will be swallowed, whether by one out of the same category or by
companies that want to expand its market area beyond traditional borders.
Retail players will become a threat to traditional foodservice players:

Foodservice is focused on a double target: client decision makers and consumers (end-users).
Retail can attract some consumers, but won't really enter in the understanding of value creation
levers for clients - and their expectations are still present and strong. This is the B2B dimension
of our foodservice industry that is not swallowed by the increasing B2C dimension. It might be
a challenge for foodservice to understand consumers and provide to clients the most appropriate
solutions to please both the client and the consumers. But foodservice has a strategic advantage
in this "double target marketing" that retail doesn't catch directly.
(Laurent Cousin – Sodexho Alliance)

They are already - and profit often from more beneficial legislative environment (VAT, etc.).
(Karen van Bergen – McDonald’s Europe)
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11A Building strategic alliances is becoming important within the foodservice industry in
order to survive.

Developments in the value-chain

Since there is more competition than ever and channels get blurred, cooperation is often
regarded as a good answer.
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11B Building strategic alliances is becoming important within the foodservice industry in
order to survive.
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Like 4 years ago all respondents are in agreement, building alliances is important to survive
or grow to the business, as it is for offensive or defensive reasons. Wholesalers / distributors
have to build alliances and consolidate for mainly defensive reasons, and manufacturers
and outlets mainly for offensive reasons; to grow or reshape their businesses. Manufacturers
as well as outlets will not only build strategic alliances with manufacturers and outlets
but manufacturers and outlets also reach out to each other, to close gaps, build bridges and
put more and more strategic alliances in place to mutual benefit. This strategy - if properly
implemented - will not only drive the top line, but also the bottom line and will increase
the value of the foodchain. Examples of strategic cooperation are category management
and supply-chain management. Over the past years we noted that category management
and supply-chain management have become increasingly important (especially in the UK,
Germany and France) and will be to the rest of Europe. For the outlet branch this trend is an
opportunity to increase sales, to fight against margin erosion, fierce competition and the low
margins which a large part of this sector traditionally shows. On the other hand, outlets could
satisfy the needs of the consumer with little effort, which is a good example of a possible well
working relationship between outlets and manufacturers.
Building strategic alliances is becoming important within the foodservice industry in order
to survive:

Not always to survive - very smart way to grow business (see McDonald's with Innocent in UK).
(Karen van Bergen – McDonald’s Europe)

Figure 11

In order to create scale consolidation is needed. On top if the foodservice sector is increasingly
internationalising alliances are the solution for satisfying international customers.
(Patrick Reekmans – Friesland Foods Western Europe)
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New European food safety legislation has been implemented over the past years and will be
in the years to come. Companies, happy or unhappy with the legislation, are getting more and
more used to European legislation. This is also one of the reasons that the supply chain has
become clear(er) over the past years and that business is getting transparent. Several years ago
topics and issues like environment, health (obesity), social responsibility and sustainability
were part of a political debate and seemed to be a burden for the foodchain. Today, the
European legislation is part of daily life and has proven to provide valuable instruments to
the business and is in some or more cases even translated into a competitive advantage. This
constitutes one of many reasons why the cooperation across the value-chain has improved:
parties were forced to talk, listen to and understand each other, arrange, organise and make
things happen together. This can be useful in connection with many other issues as well,
like the next quote emphasises.
New European food safety legislation makes it necessary for players across the value-chain to work
together:

And the consumer trend towards sustainability/social responsibility.
(Karen van Bergen – McDonald’s Europe)

Regarding food safety I would like to point out that increased local/international legislation
in combination with globalisation of raw material sourcing creates a "paper tiger" which
traditionally is not a strong competence within the foodservice culture.
(Jo Verstappen – Vaco/Bakkavör Group)
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Future outlook
Fighting yes, but shoulder to shoulder?
The past decades manufacturers, wholesalers / distributors and outlets were mostly
focused on their own turf. In the past years we noted that by working closely together in
the foodchain a value-chain can and will be created. By working closely together, not only
the value for the manufacturers, wholesalers / distributors and outlets will increase, also the
consumer will benefit from this trend. This development will offer businesses in question
the opportunity to grow bottom and top-line. The creation of the value-chain is key for all
players and by cooperation all will fight less and gain more!
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13A Which competitive advantage will become the most valuable the coming 5 years?
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Figure 13 shows that building A-brands and getting the right employees will be the most valuable
competitive advantages in the years to come in general. However looking more specific
per sector the trends vary. Manufacturers expect that the Foodservice business will focus
on A-brands, products, formula-brands and personnel and seem to have a clear strategy in
place to realise their goals. Wholesalers / distributors however think Foodservice will not
only dedicate their efforts to A-brands and personnel, but will put the strongest emphasis on
locations to become more efficient and competitive. Outlets see personnel as key result area
followed by A-brands and locations. Of course they all have common goals as well as specific
issues and challenges to face. Working together along the foodchain will lead to realisation
of each of their specific and common goals!

Totals 2007

Which competitive advantage will become the most valuable the coming 5 years:
13B Which competitive advantage will become the most valuable the coming 5 years?

The complete marketing mix must be focused on personal touch, fresh tasty. Individual
entrepreneurs will probably move faster and will have better chances; consumers will actively
go and look for their proposition. La Place however is already pointing in the right direction, not
many other formulas do. (Jacques Blaauw – KLM Catering Services)
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The successful formula will be the mix between innovation and price.
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Product concepts in terms of solutions for customer needs. (Edo Knoppert – Metro)

Good staff and regional products. (Peter van Melle – Gastromed International/Austria)
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14 Technology (food processing) will enable or is the driver behind many new
foodservice products/concepts.
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Compared to last survey the technology (food processing) will remain important as enabler to
drive new foodservice products and concepts. New techniques and methods were successfully
introduced and will continue coming to the market. The right product / concept and speed to
market are important in order to be successful. This report provides tools and demonstrates
that when working together along the foodchain this will turn into a value-chain (starting
with the consumer needs). Here, it is, however, important not to forget the enabling role
technology can play!

Fully agree

Technology (food processing) will enable or is the driver behind many new foodservice products/
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concepts:

Technology in order to increase productivity and reduce costs but also to provide a new
experience such as Starbucks (downloading music). (Per Christensen – Umoe Catering Norway)

In a way that will be true but at the same time the consumer is looking more and more for
authenticity - so the more he/she thinks there is too much technology and processing behind the
food the less attractive it becomes. (Karen van Bergen – McDonald’s Europe)
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Our respondents expect consumer spending in foodservice to on average increase by
7.8% each year in the next 5 years! In 2008 a raise of 6% is expected so the years afterwards
will be even better according to them. With regard to the ever more demanding consumers
and the increased competition the question is, as we already noted, whether this will also
lead to better earnings in the foodservice chain, however, this trend simultaneously offers
opportunities to many businesses.

15 What will be the average growth rate in consumer spending in foodservice the
coming 5 years (throughout Europe)?
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The take home pay index shows the rate of wage growth has steadily declined over the last
12 months. As the cost of living continues to outstrip growth in pay, household finances are
being squeezed and there is an increasing reliance on the equity in property values to support
consumer spending habits. (Marcel Gerritsen - HEMA)
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16 What will be the average growth rate in consumer spending in foodservice next year
(throughout Europe)?
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The new QSR concept orientated to quality and good value for money could make this rate of
development possible. At the same time the Full Service Restaurants will continue to experience
a deep crisis. (Stefano Giovanzani – Barilla Europe)
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The improved economical situation and confidence in the market developments are clearly
reflected in the tables. In 2003, 70% of the respondents was of the opinion that the growth
rate would be 5% or lower, today 74% believes in growth rates of 5% and higher (main
difference 2003: 36% predicts 3% growth and in 2007: 31% predicts 9% growth). This
situation is remarkable and very positive. It also needs tempering and we should not get
overoptimistic or overprice and overheat the market; which will lead to increased inflation
and eventual failure of introduction of new concepts / products and in that case will turn
against the foodchain itself. Therefore, we recommend following a long term strategic
approach in order to maximise growth and returns on a sustainable basis.
What will be the average growth rate in consumer spending in foodservice the coming 5 years
(throughout Europe):

Less developed (central- and eastern European) countries will become more developed and
consequently people start moving and travelling over and beyond average.
(Jo Verstappen – Vaco/Bakkavör Group)
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17 In the current economic climate consumers choose much more than in recent years
for best value-for-money foodservice.
80%

Future outlook

In the next 5 years experts expect consumer spending to rise steadily in the European
Foodservice market. Due to demanding consumers and increased competition the players
in that market will, however, need to face several challenges.

70%
60

60%

I n the current economic climate consumers choose much more than in recent years
for best value-for-money foodservice.
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Figure 17
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Disagree nor agree

Totals 2007
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Fully agree

In 2003, when the economic climate was (s)low, the consumer chose best value-for-money
foodservice solutions. Today the consumer still wants these value-for-money solutions. However,
the consumer is more and more into and looking for products and concepts that seduce and
surprise the consumer and have a living experience around the product / concept. Experience
and lifestyle are becoming increasingly important and consumers want to express and identify
themselves by buying products to which their lifestyle belongs. Foodservice is much more
appropriate for that than traditional Food-retail because Foodservice is about out-of-home eating.
In the current economic climate consumers choose much more than in recent years for best valuefor-money foodservice:

It is also more and more a question of the social status. The lower income people have only a focus
on the price. The higher income people choose more and more quality products.
(Hans-Georg Rummler – Compass Group Germany)

Much more value for time than for money. (Sten Magnus – Umoe Catering Norway)

The current economic climate allows for people to spend more than in recent years. On top of
that one of the general consumer trends is to see consumption more as an experience than as a
functional moment of the day. (John Smit - Groupe Bel)

In my view a further polarisation takes place in "inspirational environments with great food
versus shabby dumps where crap is served". The term value for money has its limitations as in
how far you can use it. (Jo Verstappen – Vaco/Bakkavör Group)

The trend is in common, but there are still many cases, where the price is more important than
top quality. (Juraj Pastor – Eurest Slovakia)
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By 2010 new roles
will be formed in
the food(service)
value-chain
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With concentration continuing, players in the Foodservice chain have to decide which role
they want to play. Focus and dedication are key.

18A Expected investments Manufacturers (answers all respondents).
5,1%

People

9,7%

2,6%

Value chain projects

 here do you expect Manufacturers, Wholesalers/Distributors and Outlets to invest,
W
first the coming period?

9,6%

Knowledge of the customer

10,6%

9,2%
6,7%
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8,6%
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Sales
Food safety
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10%
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8,1%
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7,7%

Optimization production processes

7,4%
7,4%

Product traceability
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Other
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Answers
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(answers
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182007
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Other
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Logistics
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10,2%

2,7%

9,6%
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Optimization production processes
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Sales
Product development
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8,6%
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8,4%
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Other
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12%
12,7%

Based on what our interviewees expressed it seems that the manufacturers in the foodservice
chain will particularly invest in food safety/product-traceability and in product development
combined with optimisation of the production process. Besides that they will invest – as
will also the outlets - in client knowledge. For wholesalers the emphasis in investments
will be on logistics and value-chain projects. ‘People’ seem to be the main investment area
for outlets. Compared to the survey of 2003 it is remarkable to note that manufacturers
will spend far less in consumer knowledge and product development and there is a clear
shift towards people, value-chain project and logistics: a clear sign towards the creation of
the value-chain. Wholesalers / distributors made a shift as well and moved from investing
in logistics, the value-chain, sales and knowledge of the customer away towards: product
development, consumer knowledge, marketing and optimisation of the production process.
This indicates that their priorities have shifted and that they are getting involved in the battle
for the customer and the consumer. The outlets are investing less in consumer knowledge,
people, food-safety and knowledge of the customer and increase the investments in: logistics,
optimisation of the production process and the value-chain. As the manufacturers, the outlets
are working on logistics and the value-chain. It is remarkable that outlets seem to spend a
relatively small part of their budget on people, knowing that finding enough and motivated
people will be a critical success factor.
The most optimal situation would be that manufacturers, wholesalers / distributors and
outlets would align their investments on common issues and that each sector would
personally reach its judgment regarding the sector specific investments. This implies that
all could do more with less. Today this is not the case and the in-fight and the battle for the
consumer will continue. The creation of the value-chain has nonetheless started, which is a
good sign. However, it still has a long way to go. Despite initiatives like the OFSCI project in
the United Kingdom (see ‘High pressure cooking’) and the launch of the Dutch Foodservice
Institute, so far there are no impressive and sustainable results. Let’s hope this will change in
the years to come, for every link in the chain can benefit of a common approach.
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Future outlook
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Figure 18
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by outlet
organisations
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	Strong formula brands will dominate the international foodservice market the
coming years.

19A Strong formula brands will dominate the international foodservice market the
coming years.
80%

Analysing the feedback of the respondents, we note an increased opinion that formula
foodservice brands will dominate the market: In 2003 the manufacturers were already of this
opinion and now the outlets follow this standpoint. By simultaneously having a clear look
into the ‘disagree’ or ‘disagree / nor agree’ boxes, we recognise hesitance and scepticism on
these developments on the part of the wholesalers/distributors. The fact is that consumers
are increasingly demanding and increasingly know what they want and are determined to
buy what they want. Therefore formula brands have to meet the criteria of their needs, be
consistent, surprising, innovative, healthy where appropriate and follow the latest trends
in which case they can or will dominate the foodservice market. If these formula brands are
not implemented in this way, the consumer will move away to other products / concepts
that do meet their criteria and there is a certain risk of failure if the formula brands are not
well developed, market-tested and renewed in due time. For those companies that target
well, maintain and re-innovate their formulas, thus meeting the consumer criteria, there is
sufficient market-share to gain.
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19B Strong formula brands will dominate the international foodservice market the
coming years.
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Strong formula brands will dominate the international foodservice market the coming years:

50

50%
40%

As professionalism improves, the power shifts more towards formulas instead of brands.
We will see on the long run the same situation as in retail.
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Figure 19
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(Patrick Reekmans – Friesland Foods Western Europe)
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Fully agree
Outlets 2003
Outlets 2007

The importance of brands in foodservice differs between countries. It is of much less importance
concerning formula brands than product brands in Sweden than for example in Norway.
Surveys show that branding in foodservice is of much less importance to Danish and Swedish
people than to for example Norwegians. It is much more important that they are recommended a
place to eat/drink or that their previous experience was so good they want to return. The brand
doesn’t give that reassurance of quality as it probably does in other countries. (I believe there are
exceptions such as McDonald’s, Burger King). (Ulrika Garbrant – SSP - Sweden)

People are becoming sceptical of formula brands (even Starbucks is facing backlash for
globalisation). (Alison Vickers – Yo! Sushi)
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 utlets (especially chains) are going to benefit most from the growth in the
O
foodservice value-chain.

20A Outlets (especially chains) are going benefit the most of the growth in the
foodservice value-chain.
80%
70%

Outlets will benefit from the growth in the foodservice chain, although there is slightly more
hesitation than in 2003. By better tuning towards the customer needs and a well working
value-chain, growth will be realised. By the consolidation over the past years and the creation
of alliances the buying power of outlet chains has increased significantly and this will also
sort its effect on their margins and/or competitiveness. Manufacturers have been proactive in
managing their growth strategies and have been working alongside the outlets in the valuechain. They now also see opportunities to benefit from the growth of outlet chains, not only
by collaboration but also by creating formulas themselves. However, the latter will remain
pretty small; to them it is a different game than their current ballgame. Besides that money
can only be spend once.
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Outlets (especially chains) are going to benefit most from the growth in the foodservice 

20B Outlets (especially chains) are going benefit the most of the growth in the
foodservice value-chain.

value-chain:

100

100%

Good foodservice concepts combine the added value of the concept, mostly branded, with their
economy of scale to bring good food at good prices at the good locations. Independent and smaller
scale outlets will only survive long term in niche foodservice markets.
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(Filip Van Laere – Lantmännen Unibake Benelux)
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Figure 20
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Outlet (chains) will be more able to gain more margins due to cost reduction in the value-chain.
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(Marjolein Timmermans – Masterfoods)
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Because they will be more concentrated than their suppliers and obviously than their consumers.
The more concentrated you are in a value-chain, the more profitable you should be, as long as
you are in a free market. (Jean-Thierry Dufourt – Groupe Bel)
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2.2.3
Outlets strengthen
formulas
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21 Retail will increasingly put foodservice elements in their commercial formulas.
80%
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Figure 21
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Future outlook

Retail will increasingly put foodservice elements in their commercial formulas.

This was a strong trend during the survey done in 2003 and in 2007 it remains an increasing
trend to put foodservice elements into commercial retail formulas. Nowadays, consumers are
not only used to this trend but due to all concepts, the convenience of these formulas and the
development of eating habits consumers now start expecting to find an adequate foodservice
offering in these commercial retail formulas. The better these formulas are developed and
implemented the higher the participation rate will be from the consumers and will they keep
consumers away from Foodservices outlets and will also keep them in their own stores. As
you see the ‘fully agreed’ increased by 80%, this confirms that this trend is speeding up and is
more and more successful.
Retail will increasingly put foodservice elements in their commercial formulas:

Retail has a competitive advantage due to its productivity and this will put pressure on the
food service to become more industrialised in their thinking. This will open up for back to basic
formulas, however, only as a niche. (Per Christensen – Umoe Catering Norway)

Already a trend, from Whole Foods to department stores incorporating restaurants.
(Alison Vickers – Yo! Sushi)

The big retail players like Auchan and Carrefour and other are moving faster on this
concept development in order to react to the competition of foodservice concepts mainly in the
Commercial Centre. (Stefano Giovanzani – Barilla Europe)

Convenience is very important to today's consumer. What is easier than combining shopping
with ready-to-eat food purchases? (Jo Sempels – McDonald’s/The Netherlands)
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 pecialty stores (butchers, bakery, etc) will become a threat to retailers (supermarket,
S
hypermarket, etc) in the area of foodservice.

22 Specialty stores (butchers, bakery, etc) will become a threat for retailers
(supermarket, hypermarket, etc) in the area of foodservice.
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Figure 22
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Speciality stores are typically bound to location, product and personnel and less to price.
Consumers value them for their quality, freshness, authentic experience and knowledgeable
and friendly staff. However, when economy is (s)low and sorts its effects on the consumer
spending pattern part of the consumers affected tend to choose for other values like the
quality – price solutions in supermarkets. You can not only deduct this from the above
mentioned consumer trends, it is also reflected in the results of this survey. However,
respondents are not quite clear in their view on whether traditional (often local and
independent) specialty stores will offer better foodservice solutions than retailers like
supermarket-chains.

Totals 2007

Specialty stores (butchers, bakery, etc) will become a threat to retailers (supermarket, hypermarket,
etc) in the area of foodservice:

Not the specialty-stores, but the specialty dept. stores (like Wholefoods). (Martijn Peters – PepsiCo)

Local, seasonal and biological products have there price. Consumer will increasingly buy these
products to help change the world. (Peter van Melle – Gastromed International/Austria)

In theory this could be the case, but the limited power to invest and renovate/innovate will make
this more an exception and small scale event. (Ruud van Erp – Delifrance)

The increased need for quality, authentic, pure and local. (Edo Knoppert – Metro)
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 trong formula brands will benefit more than strong product brands from the
S
growth in foodservice.

23A Strong formula brands will benefits more than strong product brands from the
growth in foodservice.
80%

Yes, strong formula brands will benefit more than strong product brands from the growth
in foodservice. The experts are even more convinced of that than in 2003 (although there is
some hesitation at certain manufacturers). If formula brands and product brands will work
more intensively together you will see that both will be able to profit from the growth in
foodservice. They will reinforce each other and both will take advantage of each other’s
reputation, brand image and consumer groups. Of course this also depends on the selected
Foodservice sub-channel.
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Strong formula brands will benefit more than strong product brands from the growth in foodservice:
2007 N=63
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I agree, but only after 7-10 years. (Marjolein Timmermans – Masterfoods)
23B Strong formula brands will benefits more than strong product brands from the
growth in foodservice.

I think it is and/and; look to the McDonald’s switch from unbranded to branded products.
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Figure 23
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Manufacturer outlet concepts will be franchise-able.

24 Manufacturer outlet concepts will be franchise-able.
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The objective of a manufacturer is, in addition to making and selling goods, creating outlets
and finding other ways (e.g. via the internet like Nespresso or Nestlé), to sell more of its goods
which thus constitutes one of the strategic choices.
Franchising these outlets is, for instance, a feasible option for a formula brand to increase its
sales and profits. To the manufacturers franchising is a sensible way to market their products,
promote and guard their identity and make reasonable earnings on their goods sold. Even
more respondents than in 2003 share this opinion. The more the foodchain turns into a
value-chain you will note this development increases as the creation of concepts will in that
case be more driven by the outlets (and of course the consumer). The better the foodchain will
cooperate the higher the returns in the value-chain will be.

Totals 2007

Manufacturer outlet concepts will be franchise-able:

Figure 24

I believe more manufacturers will use this as a way to sell products. A low franchise fee but they
make their money on selling products. (Per Christensen – Umoe Catering Norway)

Most other outlet concepts will also be franchise-able.

25 Most other outlet concepts will be also franchise-able.

Respondents see franchising as a favourable way to exploit business. Over 65% of the
interviewees see this as a feasible way to increase sales and profits, gaining market-share and
brand reputation by selling goods in a conditioned way to the market.
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Figure 25
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2.2.4
Manufacturers
have to be more
consumer focused
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 hen becoming successful, manufacturers will have to develop new concepts
W
that are more focused on consumer needs instead of on products/channels.

26A When becoming successful, manufacturers will have to develop new concepts that
are more focused on consumer needs instead of on products/channels.
80%

Respondents agree on the fact that manufacturers have to develop new concepts that
are focussed more on consumer needs. Nowadays most of the Foodservice organisations
and manufacturers are channel or product oriented, amongst others because their job
is mainly to market the retail oriented products in a (often slightly) different way. The
wholesalers / distributors partly disagree, because they develop these concepts as well to
gain market-share. Real value will be created in the chain by collaborating between and a
common understanding of all partners. By the development and implementation of these
manufacturers’ concepts, not only manufacturers but often also the outlets benefit and
will be able to increase sales and profits. Consumer focus is key; as consumers know what
they want and buy what they want. Manufacturers will have to maintain a close link to the
latest consumer trends (and outlets) to ensure the introduction of successful concepts. For
that reason it would be quite helpful to start building marketing / product development
organisations which are based on consumer needs instead of on Food-retail respectively
Foodservice. An organisational split in sales will still be needed, since the differences in all
the Foodservice and Food-retail sub-channels demand for other and specific competences.
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26B When becoming successful, manufacturers will have to develop new concepts that
are more focused on consumer needs instead of on products/channels.
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When becoming successful, manufacturers will have to develop new concepts that are more
focused on consumer needs instead of on products/channel:

I am convinced that consumer expectations are becoming more sophisticated. A promise just
organized around the product, such as "pizza" or "crêpes" or "burger" will no longer be as
successful as it used to be. We see some signals showing that a new generation of promises
is emerging, focusing on lifestyles or generic expectations, such as "quick and healthy" or
"traditions" for example, possibly with a large variety of products and services gathered in
consistency with the promise. (Laurent Cousin – Sodexho Alliance)

Figure 26

Trends are changing faster than in the past. Depends also on new technologies.
(Hans-Georg Rummler – Compass Group Germany)
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When becoming successful, manufacturers will have to develop new concepts that are more
focused on consumer needs instead of on products/channel:

I'm personally convinced that the key to success in any business is listening to your consumers:
they care about what they need or want, not about your difficulties or issues to produce it.
They are right. (Jo Sempels – McDonald’s/The Netherlands)

Same consumer is in different need states when located in different channels; so a simple
product- or channel-focus is not sufficient. (Martijn Peters – PepsiCo)

Many food manufacturers consider foodservice as an additional sales channel for their
retail products and brands. Hence, their approach is driven by existing products and brands
(developed with a retailing mindset) rather than by the specific needs of foodservice customers.
Whereas many executives working within the foodservice departments of large manufacturers
are fully aware of this, the broader organization is often not aligned and not prepared to make
the necessary investments. (Jens Hofma – Kentucky Fried Chicken Germany/The Netherlands)
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27 Channel marketing and product marketing will soon evolve to consumer-need
marketing.

Future outlook

 hannel marketing and product marketing will soon evolve to consumer-need
C
marketing.
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As you can imagine based on what we just mentioned, we are happy that all of the
respondents agree that a shift from channel/product marketing to consumer need marketing
will happen. However, individuals are able to adapt rapidly to new circumstances and it takes
organisations longer to change their strategy and organisation. It is a clear need and sign that
this needs to and will happen and that the mindset of companies is or should be changing
towards consumer-need marketing and thinking (the results of this statement were the same
in 2003 and too little seems to have happened over the past years, whilst this is key in gaining
or growing the market). Manufacturers, wholesalers / distributors and outlets should profit
from the uptake of the economy and adjust their organisations and prepare for the future
now!
Channel marketing and product marketing will soon evolve to consumer-need marketing:

For manufacturers channel marketing still will continue, but product marketing indeed will
evolve to consumer need marketing. (Arnoud van Os – Unique/Johma)

The nuance is in the word "soon". Yes, it will evolve this way, but no: it will not be soon.
(John Smit – Groupe Bel)
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2.2.5
Foodservice
enforces cooking
up the value-chain
The previous report’s title was ‘High pressure cooking’. Most of our interviewees are
convinced that this is true, not only on account of pressure on the margin in the entire
value-chain, but also because manufacturers are taking over the role of the chefs.
The craftsmanship of chefs is becoming scarce and too expensive.
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2.2.6
Wholesale &
distribution focus
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28A Wholesalers/Distributors have to make a choice between a trade function and
a logistics service provider function.
80%

Even more than in 2003 the majority of the interviewees confirms that wholesalers/
distributors have to make a choice between trading and logistical services, however there is
a strong believe among wholesalers/distributors (see figure 28: 33% - fully disagree) that this
should not be the case and that wholesalers/distributors should trade. We can imagine this
will be the case for the cash and carry wholesalers. However all the other purely wholesalers/
distributors are not (yet) in sink with the thought to be only a logistical service provider. They
also want a piece of the growing consumers’ pie and there is still reluctance to shift from one
side to the other. This might slow down the process of creating the value-chain and it will take
more time and battles to arrive at a ‘clear-stream’ in the foodchain. On the other hand, with
these results in hand the opportunity is created that manufacturers, wholesalers/distributors
and outlets collectively discuss how to best turn the foodchain into a value-chain for the
benefit of all.
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28B Wholesalers/Distributors have to make a choice between a trade function and
a logistics service provider function.

Wholesalers/Distributors have to make a choice between a trade function and a logistics service
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I feel that there is in general not a real choice. They will end up being logistics providers and not
like it. (Thijs Merks – Autogrill Benelux)
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Figure 28
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29A Concentrated outlet organisations (chains, headquarters of catering companies, etc.)
will do their purchasing themselves instead of 'using' wholesalers for this.
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29B Concentrated outlet organisations (chains, headquarters of catering companies, etc.)
will do their purchasing themselves instead of 'using' wholesalers for this.
100

100%

Where in 2003 the respondents were for 70% in agreement that concentrated outlet
organisations will do their purchasing themselves, today this has increased up to 82%.
Manufacturers do believe that this is the way forward, however a tremendous step has been
made by the wholesalers / distributors themselves as today they are 100% (compared to
2003: 40%) of the opinion that concentrated outlet organisations will do their purchasing
themselves! Also outlet organisations agree with this statement for 85%. They will typically
earn all efforts back by taking care of the purchasing themselves. Control over the foodchain
is also important to the outlets (and manufacturers) and is becoming increasingly important
within European legislation. This means that for the outlet market the wholesaler /
distribution position will soon and rapidly turn into a purely logistical services function.
This will count for the largest part of their volumes and will leave the (s)low moving goods
to the wholesalers (as the quote below confirms).
Concentrated outlet organisations (chains, headquarters of catering companies, etc.) will do their
purchasing themselves instead of 'using' wholesalers for this:
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But not for more than 80% of volume. (Martin van Dam – Bidvest/Deli XL)
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Figure 29
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companies that participated in interviews
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Companies that participated in the interviews
We would like to thank and express our appreciation of all the people who
participated in this study. They represent many of the leading companies in
the European foodservice industry. Most of them agreed to have their logo
on this page:

Grey= C15M10Y10K70
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Services FoodReﬂection International
FoodReflection International provides services in the area of counselling, strategic workshops
and interim management to all companies in the foodchain: manufacturers, wholesalers,
distributors, retailers, hotel chains, catering, vending, event and leisure companies. The target
audience is at decision making level, such as CEO’s, board members, senior managers and
high-potentials. FoodReflection International helps businesses to implement growth strategies
and to create sustainable leadership.

Counselling
INTERNATIONAL

Personal counselling is our favourite service: A proven recipe! We are your sparring partner
in 1 day sessions with a minimum range of 8. You will get new insights and become more
self-confident. This will reflect on your team and your performance. Actual themes regarding
strategic and operational issues will be on the agenda as well as process challenges concerning
your colleagues and/or clients. We will analyse the issues together with you, supported by the
right models and techniques. Solutions will then be discussed and found together. At the end
you will manage and control your organisation in an appropriate way and you will be able to
look for and find solutions in another (better) way than before. This will not only improve the
atmosphere within your company but the results in general; you and your team will show a
better performance.
Team counselling is another favourite of us. With the people of your management team
we will generate a more balanced team with commitment within the organisation. The
programme consists of a minimum of 8 likewise sessions. Determining strategic scenarios
with organisational consequences and making the right choices is extremely important to the
success of your team and company. In the end your management team will operate with more
confidence and focus on the goals set.
Our counselling sessions normally take place at the Mariënkroon abbey, but another appropriate
location can, of course, also be discussed.
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Strategic workshops
If you like to ‘reshape or review’ your organisation and its strategy we are there to assist you
in making this happen. These sessions will take place during 2 or 3 days (depending on the
complexity and number of participants). Walls will be broken down and goals will be set.
When true priorities are determined - in common, based on the knowledge and experience
of your people and company - it will lead to more focus and commitment. At the end of
the session your people and strategy are in sink and ready to face and tackle the upcoming
challenges. The participants (a maximum of 12 per group) will be led through a process
in which we make maximum use of their skills and talents by working in an iterative way
towards your goals. Depending on the issues and target we will determine the most suitable
location together with you.

Interim Management
Building or reshaping an organisation in foodservice is not easy. For that purpose you need
well skilled people. In food in general and foodservice in particular it is not always easy to
find them. For that reason we might be able to help you on a temporary basis via one of our
interim managers.

Interested? Please look at our website www.foodreflection.com or contact either one of us
and we will be in touch with you right away!
Enrique Figee (enrique.figee@foodreflection.com)
or Bart Vringer (bart.vringer@foodreflection.com)

The Mariënkroon Abbey; an extremely quiet and
inspiring place to work.
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interim management to all companies in the
foodchain, especially foodservice. The company
helps businesses to implement growth strategies
and to create sustainable leadership.

take place at the Mariënkroon Abbey in the south
of The Netherlands; an extremely quiet and inspiring
place to work on yourself, with your team and your
company. Of course it is possible to work in your
home country as well.
For more information about our services please
contact either one of us.
Enrique Figee (enrique.figee@foodreflection.com)
Bart Vringer (bart.vringer@foodreflection.com)

FoodReflection International
PO Box 40
5253 ZG Nieuwkuijk
The Netherlands
www.foodreflection.com
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